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Harold P. Frisch
ABSTRACT
Volumes I, II and III contain the complete documentation for the program
DISCOS distributed through Computer Software Management and Information
Center (COSMIC). Since the time of original release, several additions have been
made to the program. These provide an added measure of user convenience and
versatility, and enhance computational speed and accuracy. Furthermore, a
complete set of twelve demonstration problems has been run with the updated
version (referred to as DISCOS?), and the output has been generated in a form
convenient for distribution to potential users. This volume briefly defines the
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A DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE
DYNAMIC INTERACTION SIMULATION OF
CONTROLS AND STRUCTURE (DISCOS)
INTRODUCTION
The original purpose of this volume was to effectively reproduce and acid to the contents of Volume
III which is distributed via COSMIC. Time constraints have made this impossible, consequently, this
volume draws heavily from Volume III aiW provides only supplemental comments where applicable.
Demonstration problem 12 (not in Velum; 11 1 ) iz defined, and a few brief remarks are made per-
taining to the new subroutines.
As witl: she work contained in Volumes I, II, and III, a preponderance of the theoretical work is
a direct result of the research efforts of Carl S. Bodley of the Martin Marietta Corporation.
1. DE?MONSTRATION PROBLEMS
1.1 DEFINITION AND FORMAT
All Demonstration (DEMO) problems, with the exception of DEMO problem No. 12, are defined in
Volume III. These problems have been rerun with the new DISCOS2 program and crosschecked
with the results obtained via the original DISCOS program.
For distribution purposes a DEMO problem output tape has been created. It has the following
format:
• File 1:
A listing of all default subroutines used for DEMO problems 1 through 12. In
the JCL deck the object files for these subroutines are contained in DISKLIB
DSN=NFHPF.DISCOS2. DEMO.DEFAULT. In each of the DEMO problems,
source decks are read in which override one or more of these routines.
• File 2:
A listing of the complete input deck used at NASA/GSFC to run DEMO problem
No 1, followed directly by a complete listing of all line printer output.
• File 3 through 13:
A listing of the complete input deck for DEMO problems 2 through 12, followed
directly by a complete listing of all line printer output.
A partial listing of this DEMO tape can be found in the microfiche section of this volume. It con-
tains the first thousand lines of data in each of the thirteen files. (If not attached, the microfiche
is available through COSMIC, the University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30601.)
Many of these DEMO problems have exercised the DISCOS plot capability. A complete set of all
generated plats can also be found in the microfiche section.
1.2 1R1*RUNNING DEMO PROBLEMS
The following comments pertain to the rerunning of all DEMO problems:
1 2.1 DEMO Problems 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7
DEMO problems 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 are in near-perfect agreement. Minor deviations in numerical
magnitude of integrated quantities are explained by recognizing that an upgrade numerical inte-
gration subroutine is used in DISCOS.
1.2.2 DEMO Problem No. 6
For Dl-MO problem No. 6, a one-for-one crosscheck with data in Volume III is not possible. The
algorithm HINDU used to generate Volume III data has been changed. Now the algorithm is biased
to choose a set of independent state variables which more closely correspond to the set that the
analyst would normally choose based on physical interpretation considerations. However, the
net results for this problem agree with those published in Volume 11I.
1.2.3 DEMO Problem No. 8
I ii the case of DEMO problem No. 8, some minor changing of output format for all frequency
domain studies has beer, introduced into DYNS40 and associated subroutines. Results obtained
agree perfectly with those obtained via DISCOS and provided in Volume III.
1.2.1 DFMO Pioblcnu No. 9
DEMO problem No. 9 has been, by far, the most difficult to numerically solve. Poles and zeros
are vc, r., close and there is a several order of rnagnituue spread in system frequencies along with
numerous system roots equal to zero. Determination of transfer function zeros has been the crux
of 'tile problem because the highest roots of the system are tnunerically near or beyond infinity.
To choose the best zero finding technique for DISCO2, the following methods have been coded and
tested: those of Brockett (Reference 1), Sandberg and So (Reference 2), Kaufman (Reference 3),
Davison (Reference 4), the original DISCOS routine (Reference 5), and a routine analogous to
original DISCOS but with improved eiginanalysis and matrix inversion capability. For numerically
simple problems, all methods gave identical results. For DI'MG) No. 9, they all failed in varying
degrees.
In essence, each method is required to pick either a very large or a very small number. This chosen
number is then used as a measure for determining the o^ Ivr of the numerator polynomial. When
the zeros of the polynomial are a large magnitude, it becomes numerically difficult to distinguish
between a . rro and a root at infinity. For DFMO No. 9, the method now in DISCOS2 (lid the
best job. The improved eiginanalysis and inversion routines seem to have added a measure of numer-
ical error control which makes it superior to the original DISCOS method and far superior to the
other methods tested.
Another problem with DEMO No. 9 was the fact that certain zeros and poles were approximately
equal. For different choices in tolerance factors, these may or may not cancel.
While DEMO problem No. 9 has proven to be extremely difficult to handle numerically, it has
proven to be an excellent problem for forcing the incorporation of first class numerical techniques.
1.2.5 DEMO Problem No. 10
In DI-MO problem No. IU (as in No. 6) FINDU picks a different set of independent ~late variables.
Ilowever, plotted output data liar particular variables agree.
1.2.6 DEMO Problem No. 11
As with DEMO No. 8, there is minor output data format change from Volume III for problem
No. 11. However, the results agree.
1.2.7 DEMO No. 12, Appendage Deployment Example
The purpose of DEMO problem No. 12 is to show the methodology used to implement an append-
age deployment problem from initial release through lockup. This is one of the more difficult
problems to numerically simulate because the total number of system independent degrees of
freedom can change each time an appendage hinge release or latch condition is computed.
The problem to be simulated is a simplification of one studied for the SCATHA satellite. It con-
sists of a nonsymmctrical central rigid body with two unequal folded two-segment experiment
booms. The spacecraft spins and it is important to determine system attitude dynamics during the
entire boom deployment/latch sequence.
13 CONFIGURA'T'ION DESCRIPTION, DEMO No. 12







Figure 1. Partially Deployed SCATHA Model
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1.4 INITIAL CON 1)ITIONS, DI • MO No. 12
The hotly 1 fixed reference is assumed to have six degrees of freedom relative to an inertial refer-
ence which is coincident with the body I reference frame, at time zero. Initially body I is spinning
at 3.5 rpm about the +X t body axis.
One degree of rotationai freedom is allowed at each shoulder hinge (2 and 4) and at each elbow
hinge (3 and 5). At each hinge point, positive rotation is measured about a unit vector in the direc-
tion of the respective +L body axis. Let
jai rotational angle at shoulder hinge 2 for SC2-1 boom
03 = rotation angle at elbow hinge 3 for SC2-1 h.r_)oni
Ra = rotation angle at shoulder hinge 4 for SC2 boom
QS - rotation angle at elbow hinge 5 tt)r SC3 hoom
at time Fero
02 (0) = _t)1 ­50
Q3( 0 ) = +1,400
04 (0) = —01.50
0,M)=+1x00
,uid ;ill it-slIeclive rates are iero.
1.5 ( ONS'I RAIN f CONDI I IONS, SPRING AND DAMPIN(,' 'fOItOU S, DHMO Nu. 12
The dehloyment,'latch sequence at each shoulder hinge (' and 4) is simulated by a rheonoriiic
condition of constrainti specifically, a fixed constraint is in effect prior to shoulder release and,
after the latching cundO 011, is satisfied. During the period of deployment, the single axis angular
motion at cacti shoulder hinge is free and subject only to sp ying and damping torques.
The deployment/latch sequence at each elbow hinge (1 and 3) is simulated by a nonlinear spring
effect. The non inear spring attempts to model the spring powered deployment up to latching
and then to niodol the dynamics of first mode boom flexibility after latching.
1.5.1 Nonlinear Spring Torque During Deployment:
During deployment, the net spring torque at cacti hinge is the result of two distinct effects:.i
power spring mechanism designed to ensure proper deployment, and the nonlinear elastic char-
acteristics of the experiment wire bundle contained in each boom.
7
Let
0, = 180 101+1 1 = deployment angle at hinge point i+1 (degrees)27r
Then the equations used to define tine sprang torque associated with the power springs are:
• Shoulder hinge power siring toi(lue (i = 1, 3):
I PWi = 3.0 * (.586;) + .01 0j)
• Elbow hinge power sprint; torque (i = 2, 4):
TPWi = 3.0 * ( 2.9333 + ,01 0j)
The spring torque associated with the wire bundle in each boom bent at the hinge points must be
determined via experimentation. As a first approximation, the following equations are used:
• Shoulder hin , , e, %wire handle spring torque (i = 1, 3):
I.2 *^ .fil
TlINi _ -- yU— 0'
• Llflow !tinge, wire bundle spring torque (i = 2, 4):
.S * t 1.444- 1.68--ad 0<01 <34.290
40 
^^I ._' * t
	
1.44 + - 40
l.b
"i Od 34.29" 0, < 400
TB N 
i 1.2 (.24+ ^ (01 40)1 460 < 0 ;	 80°
2.9 71 .2 * [ 1.1(,	 100 (0' _ 80)) 800 < O i < 1800
1.5.2 Nonlinear	 Torque for Part.d1ly Deployed Case
11' a hinge has latched, the elastic characteristics of the situation are changed. The problem no longer
is a deployment problem but an clastic vihration prohlem, and the constants of the system must be
jdju,ted accordingly:
• Shoulder hinge latched ( i = 1. 3) -1
11. 1Ti
 = 1950, * 0i
8
• Elbow hinge latched (i = 2, 4) with associated shoulder hinge also latched-
TLT, = 105. * 0,
• Elbow hinge latched (i = 2, 4) with associated shoulder hinge not latched:
TII f, = 25o * 01
• Rhenomic Constraint Conditions at Shoulder Hinge 0 = 1, 30:
Deployment design conditions must be simulated: these dictate that the shoulder
hinge will be restrained until the respective elbow hinge deployment has proceeded
through an angle of 22.4°.
Shoulder hinge deployment can proceed after this point; however, there is a hard
stop which prevents the shoulder angle from becoming less than —91.5° and
physiral considerations dictate that even though deployment is possible, it will
not take place if the constraint torque is positive. Each of these conditions are
checked in subroutine SET I. It should be noted that latching in the present
context does not imply that motion is totally restrained: it implies a change
in stiffness characteristics from a spring deployment to an elastic vibration
situation.
• Damping torque during and after deployment:
During deployment, damping torques will be assumed to be negligible so that
a worse case situation can be studied. After latching viscous damping will be
assumed and taken to be:
(1) 12.5 in lbs sec/rad for shoulder hinges and
(2) 5.5 in Ibs sec/rad for elbow hinges.
All other damping effects will be assumed negligible and ignored.
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2. IMPROVED CAPABILITY
2.1 Dl-.1 : 6 SUBROUTINI-
Continuing with the practice of putting the greater bulk of the documentation into the DISCOS
source file, subroutine DI-:F6 has been written and included in DISCOS-2 . A copy of this routine is
shown in Appendix 1. Theoretical background along with guides for user implementation are
included in this subroutine.
RANDOM COMMliNT FOR ANALYSTS
• I Igcnvec tol conrprlatIoII, suhrouIme HGAVV sets up the calling se(Iuence
for the computation t.; all eigenvalues and eigenvectors cl a real nonsymineiric
matrix. III 	 the system matrix will be both defective and derogatory, i.e.,
there will he repeated roots and a fu11 set of linearly independent eigenvectors
will not exist. The EISPAC routines do not recognize this and hence blindly
gcrlerate a trill set of eigenvectors. The eigenvectors which contain extremely
large nurnhers are the ones which are linearly dependent upon others. Since
eigenvectors are only used herein as a data interpretation aid, no attempt is
made to compute eigenvectors ol ' grade greater than one. For further comments,
sec RO'ercnces 0 and 7.
! Don 't expect a olle4or-o gle exact crossclieck for DEMO No. 1) . There are several
`•ect ► on1 of Ille t 1 1llpill vvhlch are e\Irelllvl^ sensitive to machine precision.
• The FISPAC cilgeimnal\ ,Is routines contain a machine precision number
MAC111-.P = 2 _s s , This slioidd be changed if the machine is not IBM-360.
• F.igenvectors ar, used to prow ide a measure of liow much each state variable
contributes to tllc system response at the associated eigenfrequency.
• Please call 11. P. Frisch NASA/GS1 : C if you find any programming bugs or
if you :ire having inplementation probleAls.
• Don't cli:rn c illc mincrical integration algorithm unless you thoroughly
nuderstand logi,- used in iniplernenting unilateral constraints.
• Subroutine 1_i'\ FAR has two -small i,umhers," hTSI and FPS2, det'ined via a
DATA statc p ;em. hhes: are used in the algorithm as it test for convergence.
To date these value; have worked satisfactorily in all applications; however, it
would be heticr if these sulall numbers could be made to be functions of the
machine precision nuruber MAC'Ill- P used in the LISPAC routines.
10
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r
V +:F##;•c..t ^^kuX;#+k#;ti ik . X#Xt#>h X( iX\X)FXtXt ##'k iXXt# iX7kX< %F # Xt >,: XtY,t 7k7X ikX( :;t : ,t%:; )f : ; : ).:iF >,: XL )F i,: X: Xt ik %F :X :k iF 7k X()f 7k
C SOHkIMT I":F f ,OMP IN'
	
nFkU ,	 is	 124
MA I
	
I_ I" F	 rfP r kAT T'1''
t YOLTAn	 HTAtiA
C SKrVIV3	 FI(71N1
G MOLT3	 .4PI T^
:A r_^.^ n	 ti Y
C YPtIT
VllRvl)tiF
C TI	 r,C!+'viIIF	 TOTAL	 S Y r T ^ M	 (FNT c u	 f F	 MACC	 III r AIIi)	 I
r. A' ; O	 I*^l	 R T I A	 T F NS0R	 uFl_ATIVr	 TO	 THE	 SYST! V,	CM,	 r,lul
THE	 Ikf= kTIAL	 FRAMF.	 AtSn	 TO	 FI N in	 PkI"!(;IPA1.	 WfnmFttTS
C i)F	 I"'I- I•TIA
	
ANrl	 ASCC,FTATFn	 R I TATI 
-'N	 TRAVSFhkVATlri
ESUTS	 '^T r IRFn	 IN	 /C,0MP( 7 S/	 Fnk	 G VFNTIIAI	 ITDIIT
I C J	 Pkn,Tljlj
t.
lam,)} Yf#4##Y,(X(# #XX %t7k# # ik# X : >;<%n Y,::X# : k 7F X: 1, i t Xt i,Y)F 	X(:.: ")..(4: A.	 )f ).: :k X(:.t ^: X: :;:Xt :f X::F `^: ): Y,t :: :: %.: it >,: ii 7,: :.:
r
! 5)I0k011TINF 1;kFT3	 nCR(!(.	 #	 j
C C•aAt,.	 =F S
kcnlst^^:til,ir'	 C.	 ) n E	 4R5	 A n nFP	 Ff : u	 /I_nFgtl(:/
(,,AA, :.t :.( X( i( 4 X( Xt At XL ^t :: 7r AF
	
;i# ;.	 ' )F T,::;: ).[ 7k :.
	 k /i :k Xt 7k X: ^fi 7X Xt YF )^i # At	 4;,t ]:::, n	 7F i[ X( 7X 7k ).t i^::,t i.t :: 7,	 ,,t :^::^	 ik 7F
C
A-4
C	 Sl1HRnUTINE DFORMB	 nEAUG M An
C	 CHANGES
C	 REnIMENSION CODE 4A5 AnnFn FOR /I.OFfiIIG/
C
C**************************************x***>k**x*x^x+x+xz^ * maxx^ *** ^^x^ua^*^ax^a^
f.
C	 SUBROUTINE OLMHRT	 nFpUr. N 170
C	 USEa nFF [N F n SIIRRnifT lt\lr
C	 CALLS
C	 (NONF IINLFSS 1 1SFR RFWIJESTEO)
C	 CALLED BY
C	 YDOT
C	 ZANY RF(Jl1IkFn HY USER)
C	 PURPOSE
C	 TO PROVInE THE CAPAAII.ITY TO COMPUTF ATTITUnF
C	 DYNAMICS REI_ATTVF TO AN ACC F L F RATI K ' n RFFFRENCF
C	 POINT. THIS CAPARILITY kFL1111kFn TO CIRCIJMVFt•!T
C	 NUMERICAL PROHLFMS,	 DLMRRT ASSIJMFS THAT TH= ')RT(:1^!
C	 OF TH P-FRAME AT HINGE POINT 1 1S THE CnMPnsITF
C	 SYSTEM CENTER OF MASS AND THAT ITS (df)Tlr1N kFI.ATTVF
C	 TO A TRUE INF.RTIA I. kFF( : R F NC F IS USFR DEFINAnLF
C	 EITHER IN CLOSFr) FORM OR VIA 1NTFGFRATTDN OF TTS
C	 FOUAT IONS OF MOTION
C	 REASON
C	 TO AVOIn THE STANDARD N(JMFRICAI. CnM PI )TATION PwOoLFMS
C	 ASSOCIATED WITH ADDITION AND SU4TRC,CTI)N OF IARrr
C	 ANn SMALL NUMBERS IT IS OFTEN DESI P AHLF TO nFFIN'F
C	 SYSTEM ATTTTI1nF DYNAMICS REI_ATIVF TO AN ACCFLFRATINC
C	 FRAME OF REFERENCE.
C
C	 THIS PROHLEM USUALLY OCCURS WHEN THE SYSTFM IS A,,TFU
C	 UPON HY A UNinIRECTInNAL FXTFRNAI. F(IR(7F F11 . 11) AND
C	 THE PRIMARY cmAL (1F THE STMIII.ATION IS THE ASy:Sl)NFt,l




(; v: ***	 USER CUDEIN(; RULFS AND MODELLING CnNS1r)ERATI'1Nl
C #**
C
C	 THE nISCOS FORMALISM IS BASFO UPON A I.A(,RAN(',P FPP I,^i'1 1`10!
C	 OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION. 1NH G R 9: NT IN THE nFVF(.()NFI,lphiT
C	 IS THE OFFINITInN THAT RUTH LINFAk ANn ANr111.Ak VFLOCTTTFS








	THE LOCATION G^ THE COMPC I SITF SY c TFM rFPTkk IMF MASS
C	 rANNOT ALwAYC hF TAKFN TO RF- NFAR THE II!FkTIA1 kFFFRFPi,F.
C	 THE LOCATION IS nIr.TATFr) HY THE SIMULATION RF-r1I1Ik 'PliI ).
r	 IN SOm r CACF I% T1- I- IMFwilm. nkI(•Ir MUST k F AT A r. PAVjTY
L
	 Snij k CF. I N ()THFR (ASFS LARGE kF g III TAN T FKTFR,.AI, F IkrFS
C	 PK1)n1IC F
 LAkI,F kF1.ATIVF 01SvLAFF M F ?,I TS 1.1141r,N MAY nk Wt.Y NFIT
r
	 HF I M P( -,kTANT Th %'tl"IIT!Ik.
r	 IF TFIF	 I NI' kT IAI	 11+1 1 ,IN IC oR hrr^r ! F^, IAk kl'11'V ;- 11 1 1$ I M 	 II- II
SY'iT FM CFNTIw IIF M ASS NUMFPI(,AI. Pk(114 1 ,FMS CAP , kf-(	 FNCO 1 1 14TEkF(l ; THrSE Pk(1HLFMS AGF lk'HFkFNT In- FIII,IT4I
C.	 C rYA1 , 1!T.6TI('N V4"FN1Vt-k VFW 	 LA wI '•F A'In VrRY SMALL NII"'15FI1ti
f	 MH%T	 ;F A(- r1IPAT F tY KNOVON nIJkIt(; C -IM PIITATI (IN .
(_	 PKI)r F-mikF
1) CI)M01:1F THE R  c^ IILTANT c XTFPn!A1 . FnRC F AC T I I"(1 ( ' N THE
C	 `YS T F M.
f
7) IF THE MOT fil l,, OF THE SYST I- M
 CI-NTEw OF MASS wFti+III/F
TO T-1F	 I'1GGT IAI - kcFrk F N rF IG I M PF'kTANT S F T IIP 7,41->1
FQOATION, 5 FCIk TNTF(;k4TIO N VIA Cllkkn , IT1 r !v r,n%r;; Its
i,	 (-k F .) ! if P:TLY THI-cc A P;: TF+F OPRIT FnI(AT Tnk s
3) wP OLV 1- T , 4F w4 C 1 II TA' T P nw (, r VFCTnk I N 'Tn THE P-I-PAh'r
f	 kFF^'wFrgrI A 1)I,0CTATF0 1 ,ITH HIN(,[- PflI 'T 19 O F F 1p"I
V(II	 -	 z- II!'•'I'1'!INT 14	 Fo., r y 	 , ,L rl1 !w WwF P-Fw10'-
A 1
	 11 1 `I I, I-	 u1 1 I N1	 1
r,	 V (l)	 Y -rl:r w, IN r  T ()F F 11 -r;l V F C 10P VwT u-I kA''i
r	 AT H11`r,F Pr ,I"-IT 1
C	 /-C( 1+"P 1 1%F1T FF Fn u CE VFCT('1 Q V'WT P-FPA;•'-
C	 AT HINr,F P I I N 'T 1
C
C	 4) KFSD Vr (!;k('F VF(TOk I"ITO PPr)Y FIXFn rCf'v n T"'AT 1^ A'!r
C	 An!' A I+ PAHFI^T F() ,
 C(j FFFFC.TS TO TH r TOknl)F AwwAv Fnk
C	 FACH W)lY AS -!I 111',JS:
C
J
r	 qt AI-9(8 kv(,A).V(-J)
C' MIP 1 1TF T(1141	 VACS
C	 AMT = I`.,)
C	 nn 1 v - 1 . %,,
1 AMT = AMT + AM ;I(4.4.k1
r	 T'4A" I '^ )^ ' P I -C 1- V': CT 1 ) 4 TO HC)!1v C.fWPnIA'ATFS ♦
(:(1+'POTF .APwAP--%T f-;)W,(;F -Fri-l-Ts,
A-h
C	 r, AOD TO TURDUF ARRAY
C 00 2 Ns1.N8
C MV(1)	 s	 ROL11919N)*V(I)	 +	 k00 7.1.N)*V(2)	 +	 RDL13.1.N)*V1^1
C HV(7)	 =	 ROL(1929N)*VI1)	 +	 ROL(?.?.N)*V(2)	 +	 ROL13.7.!1*V(31
C KV(3)	 =	 ROL11939N ► *V(1)	 +	 ROL(?.3.N)*V(7)	 +	 RD1.(3.39NH)*V(3)
C	 C GET	 STARTING,	 LOCATION	 IN	 Tnk r I1F	 ARRAY	 FnR	 RD n Y	 N
C 1.0C	 =	 LOCU(N)
C	 C APPARENT	 T()k1)IIF	 ON	 KOnY	 N
C Gf 1.11r,	 ► 	 *	 (.11.11r	 ►
(, AM111 I.r,gh )-iVl 	 +) 1 /A'.,1




C G(I-	 .	 2)	 6l LOC+2 )
C *	 -(AMU(3.4.N)*HViI)
	 +	 AMll(3.F.N) *,IV(7)) /AHT
C	 r, APPARFNT	 FORr,F
	 (IN	 H(inY	 N
C (,ILOC+3)	 -	 r,(I.nC+3)
	 —	 AMU(4.4.N)•.'HV(1)/ANT
C (,ILO(; +4) 	 a	 (,(I.00+4)	 —	 AMII(4.4.N)*lAV(MAMT
C 6(LOC+5)	 -	 G(LUC+5)	 -	 AMU(4.4.N)^'9V(7)/AMT
C APPARENT	 MUnAL FORCF ON MOnFS IF R0nY h1
C IF( IRGFl.X(N).F().n)	 GO	 TO	 2
C n11	 3	 K=I.IkGFLX(N)
C G(LOC+r,+K)	 =	 G(LOC+)+K)
C #	
-IAMU(4.h+K.N)*9V(1)







C 5)	 NOTF	 THAT	 fT	 IS	 IMMAT P RIA1.	 WHFkF	 THE	 FnRrF	 VF(-,Tr)R
L (V(1).V(2).V(3))	 IS	 CWA PHTFn.	 IT	 rAhl	 H p	 CnMP1!TFn
C HFREIN OR	 IN	 SUKROU TINF	 CnNTR1_.	 WHICH FVF u	IS	 Mn>T
C CONVIFNENT	 FOR	 THE
	 11SFR
C
C**#^*#**##*#*#*#**######*##*** x'******#***x# *#=;c*:,,c**##a^ *xa:kx**x<%*+.,FMr;,f,F*,x
C
C SUBROUTJAE DYNSIO	 DENU6 # 2
C CHA'4GES
C IF	 INPUT	 DATA	 CODE	 'NYTPF'	 r	 3	 CALL	 MODALN01)
C RFPPR TO
C OEF3 DEFINITION OF	 DYNSln
	




C ****	 DATA	 IN PUT MODIFICATIONS	 ****
A-7
41 m ,.
I) LAST kFAn %TATFMFNT R;: Anc INT F (:Fk r nn r- MTYNF. vfrl•
I F INTYPF. FO . ';) CAI.L NnnA IN( I ll ! )
AnnE1i To nYf1STn
11 CALL m  An (IMnATA• ]. 1
	 1• '41
NFw nF FIN iTI01`,
[I- I TMOATA(, , ).1.T. r)1	 VAk IA l,41 F	 `Trr l ullkil' 9	 Kill iA
	
INITf (.RATirl"1 WI T r+'sfl1 1
	%,1P
r) II .TAT(VAX)	 -	 AN'.ITk'r'ATAI/))
IF( i M l)nIA(71.r:T.01	 Flxl- n SIFrj -it l"l(,r	 rIITIA
1^'TF17. u AT10 1" 'niTH k T1-1) X171
nr LTAT = TMnATAI?)
31 '.AL 1. kf A(, IwV. 1• 4•
	 1•	 rf
^'F( T 1k	 I c l riY 4 F0 u ruAViTY ( - W A1 1 i r "-T nuTA
7*4 1C 1 )t A S AN k F l!N n ATf1) A", In V All F TT^' c. 1)!w
VIA 11 1,K ',F	 gI l 4{knI , T 1 NC r 1 Pu 1 T
1 F ( F'V(I) = will 17 	 s WV(^) = n.n )	 r I c r' ti—)
A g SIiw , ll, (,wAV1 T 
	 r:NAlIF':T F FFGrT f ! F r:l 1 1-11 .11 F
A^,r , 	1 14: 1)I1TI 1iF	 F,u.iT H- T I - I	 I 	 k 	 CAL1.Git
VIA	 VI,Rn
1 1 AT i t At <, T T i S f; 1T NECESSARY F I I P Arr ! INAT	 S i' P LAT I
T11	 I k, P1 1 T	 A	 1- 1 1 1	 F i^IIT F 	 PI F M no T	 F1 C x I1,f r-	 NI'nY	 1--111,I'..
0^ I I r 1 Al^1	 w I I I	 u1 AI'	 I K,	 'IKI Y 	 riKCT	 I II^ , I	 (11x11;11	 1+'''Y
':Iinf1 • .	 'A IA	 k l.- 1 `Ill kcn I Iti11A1 • I_Y	 AVAiI.A' +I F 	 wiT141Ill
T I	 P-'IIr"	 T k ,,1 ,.l F
21 INTH,kATi l ": PACKAr,F IN	 NAq VA R IA-r_F 1TFa
I:ANAKII . T TV,. Ar nh'C PkFi11r,T!1k/('I kRr - ( 7rlk riPAH11 TTY
1 F Pftil,ilti kK1v1 ('VFn HFrA11 g F	 IT 'rIAC "FVr= k IICr l i it ','F)
A Nt K'ITTA VAkIAaLF g TFP kPHTI t F W1TH CFkTTA\
U't1 1 `, r ("ARACTFRI c;TIr c, WA r, '1cFr)F`i F{lR 101I - ATrkAI
r;1":^,Tk4I^.T CAVAHTI-ITY
3) ukF'f-,
	^-1 F+'k r ;r) w+ PUTINr r,u AV17'r 1 ',4Ani F1 'T FFFFCTS








































C	 LIMITED IN AWWI ICAAII . ITY IN , :11S';nS
C
C	 NF W Sl Hiwnl T INF f,k V(,wP rAl I . S SIHOW11T INV 014 14 11 f(It,
C:	 A Otl INI 1 11'N I M F 11RHI T WAv A •.1 1 If w^, IN 11.INJAI 1 Y `•I I
C	 HY A+WF k^A0 STATF?v FNT. N IV, F  I ,I N TIC; n p H IT, AN I)
C	 CLISTFkS (iF Cnl)WI co FI c,r1 41 1 k hnll', CAN wnIITINi-I Y
C	 MF ANACY7F(1 WI TH MINI I•I AI IiS^w INTrRFArF
C
C it1a>x^f % *>I1 >am>}aa*a'*>x%i► aaf >v<zzf m>a^ f a%f >aaf>x>a >v>ax.>,t<,.,1ai.,r%„^,^ii<i:>x„if :^,: .f ,f .s^ +x^>a.,^ %f,,f:..: M , xxi ,,,,,
r.
C	 SUNknUT INE I)YNS?n	 r)F40( w 17
C	 CHANGF
C	 r(IMWIN'	 /0NRKTA/ nEl_FTFn
C	 COMPUTATION TO 1,nAn ARRAYS I^ /')PPKTA/ rk1rTl--
C	 R FASLT N
C	 IN I)ISCUS—? THE NFw V r-HSInN f 1F S1I 8141 `1ITT"; pKc+r,c4l'
f,	 00FS NIT wFOHII+F THE STI)kAr,r AW -A Wt S0'14V! I T I,v
C	 /I)WRK TA/
r.
(,4^F,A,Ji•+X,f it 4f N%c M X ik 'ic %c %t %t#'k %• ih %c it is ,:t %t ,µ %c ,XV%f %tic+k>k %M%[ tfX• 1FM).s, ,' rr,fi<4F+f +k i'#^A;f ,f>: rii if i, :. L; ,k.r ..	 ,f ):,: +.
f.
C	 SIlikflllT INF nY1540	 !IFHIII
	 M64




C	 F I GAVV
C	 CHAN-rr- s
C	 1) CALL TO WINCH AnnFn SCI THAT TN F SYSTrw
C	 CHAkACTEkISTIC MATwIx Ain ,, , (. WITH FACT+ TL'A"tiFFu
r,	 FIINCT ION C.HARACTFw T ST Ir MATRIX A ki n r^I !'Mn, nF I n,N111
C	 SIr,ANL CnFFFIC.IFNI q r,A	 q F PItNrrHtn I: f l, 	 FI L I	 r
C	 IN1)r WFNnFNT ANALYS I S
r
C	 >a >x,x	 zfi<>x
C	 v>k>,iv	 f)ATA INWIT MLIf)IFICATInN	 KM,ak
r,	 >F ,x	 z, rz >k
C.
C	 FIRCT kFAn IN r)YNS40 CHAW,F0 TfI
C
C----- KFAr)(NIT, P ORMAT = P A4)	 LNAM,I_WI•lCH
C	 LNAM = (NO (,HANCF)
C	 I-WNCH = 4HWNfH
	 IF SI T S WIINCH SYST : M AK I n TkANCFFu
C	 FUNCTlIIN CHARACT I= RSITIC 'AT4ICFS






C	 2) SHIFT CnNSTANT FOK 7FRn rilNnl:v(, ALrnkITHM IN NIIMS
C	 IS NnW SUPJFCT TO INPUT CONTRO1.9 IF nFSIKFn
C
*
C	 DATA INPUT MODIFICATION
**
C




C	 IKY(I,J) - (NO CHANrF)
C	 IRY(S,J) - (NO CHANDF)
C	 IkY(3,J) - (NO CHANrF)














C	 3) REPLACE r,AL+_S TO nLr) *Flr r-4ANA f_YSIS RmITINF.S
C
C	 rJRnRVR	 ANn	 FIrVFr
C
C	 WITH CALLS TO THE FISPAr, F IGFNA^IALYCTS 14n(ITINF1)
C
C	 RFASIIN
C	 FICPAC.. POIJTINFS APF r,nNSInFRFn Trl l{F CTATf- nf- THr-
C	 Au T, WHIN( Ati nRi(;INA( nlCr(tS I = 01I1 1NFf	 Ai4 r AnfIuJAII
c.	 T'IIY nip NJnl
	 (.IINIAIN Ati	 +I1(11 f IlfA lul(.A(	 Ii,I:PQ
C.	 CHN114Fil 	 IrIr,1(.	 IP	 I H FI u (I'nt It'(,
C	 A l-
 CI)
C	 Flr.AVV Cf'MPI1TFS ALL FIrFNVECTn P S WHF-RFrs F1f:VFr.
C	 CpMPUTFn nnJ1_Y SELFCTEn QNFS ANn HRnKF p GNF IF
C	 SYSTFM HAn REPFATFn FI(',FMVA+_IJFS
C
C	 4) COMPHTF ANn OUTPUT ALL FIr.FNVFr,Tr1kS
C
C	 m	 apt=x




C	 RFAn RAN(;F f-Ok FI(;FNVFCT0R
C	 COMPUTATIHN OFLFTFDo IT IS
C	 COMPIITATIONALI.Y MOkF FFFICIFNT




C	 SUBROUTINE EIGAVV	 OFRl)G r 130








C	 FISPAC nRIVFR RnUTINF. TH SFI I IIFNTIAI I Y CALI THE
C	 FISPAC ROUTINFS kFWUIkFI l TO rOMPIITF AI.I. F1(;F Nl V/%I IIFS
C	 AND UNNURMAL17Fn FIGENVFf.Tnk r flF A RFAI. ,FNIFkAI.
C	 MATkIX
C











C	 TO COMPUTE THE EIGENVALIIES AND ASSOCIATFn
C	 FIGFNVECTORS OF ANY REAL SYM MiFTRIC MATRIX USING,
C	 MF.TH(ln OF JACOH19 THRFSHIILD VFRSInN WITH
C	 PIVOTING, COMPUTED F1(;FNVA I_(JFS ANIIi PI(;F-NVI=CT(lu5
C	 AkE KFAI.
C	 REASON
C	 REQUIRED RY COMPIN TO CnMPUTF SYSTEM PRINCIPAL
C	 MOMENTS OF INERTIA AND ASSOC,IATFn RnTATInN
C	 TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
C













rISPAaC Tai I V	 MA W* Tfl g Fc 10NTITri1 LY fAf 1	 T11F
C E IlWAC	 R,UNTIN4FS NP0,11TRI-14	 iTt4	 CPMPUTI• 	At L
	 F I(s1	 IYA1 11I S
IMF A READ. NENER AL 'MAT4, 1 K
ys
SWRTUM NE E TfiVEC
	 DEAUEI, * 117
C CHANGES
C InELFTFn FROM nISCOS-7I
C RFASO'1N
C EIaF'NANALYSIS NOSH nONF VIA P ISPAr RnIlTW-S
C
C
C SU'ARIZUTINE FTNnT	 nFAIJA 4 AA
C CHANGES
C REDIMENSION COP-411 4A5 4110f 	 F1I8 /4nFAUS:/
E•r`#
^: ^^^4^^^^2^0k^^^R^3?^^k^^ak^k^?p^sk^^^F^^^^kSs^^tKtBfk?^aSt3'^^^sa^^^^^k%^skr^%yak+R^^#Yf^km^s^ls^s^sas^^r,^y^as 	 ^^
C z
C SUBRrAJTINI_	 F INttU
	 OF4tJn P	 SR	 i
r: C CHANGES
' - C REDIMENSION CODE 4R5 ADTW) FOR /I,DFRiir/C
L
C SUBROUTINE GRVGRD	 DEAUG	 in





r C CAI-LED	 BY
C YDOT
C CHANGES












DISCOS-2 ASSUMES THAT AN ORRITING RF.FERFNCF FRAPAF
C
	
WITH ORIGIN IN THE VICINITY OF THE SPACECRAFT MASS
C
	
CENTER 1S nFFINFD. THIS RFFF0 NCF FRAMF 11 FIXFI)
C
	
INEKI(ALLY IN ROTATION WIT IT'S Ukl(,IN 1liANSIATFS.
'C
	
THE MOTION OF THE ORIGIN AND THE n1RFCTION OF THI-
C
	







GR( 1 = POSITION VECTOR FROM GRAVITY SOI.IRCF TO THE
C
	









DOL(N) = POSITION VECTOR FROM ORHITIN, RFFFRFNCF PnTNT
C
	
TO THE HnnY N REFFR G NCF POINT
C.








GF(N) = GRAVITATIONAL FORCE VFCTUR ACTING ON kOnY N
C
C,	 GMAG = LOCAL FkAVITATIONAL ACCFLFRATinN
C	 FROM SUHR0IITINF ORkIT
C









C,	 (^! (N 1 = -AMI1 l M 1}( M4--------------




C	 EXPAND THE DENOMINAT0R IN A HINOMIAL SFRIES AND RFTAIN
C
	




IGR( )+DOL(N) ly«*( -3)
C
C	 =l(IGR( )+DOL(N)).(GR( )+nnl.(r!)))**(-3.0/7.0)
C
C	 =RCMA(;*x,(-3)*(1.O - 3.0 ,fGAMGI( ).n0L(N)/RCMA(7,)
A-13
C
f,	 SIIHSTITUTF RACK INTO THE r,kAVITATInNAI. FrIPCF FnIIATIM,
r .	 Tn nHTAIN
GF(N) a -AMI1(N)'A (;MAr # (rA M r,,ll ) + nnL( hl) /RCMAr
C,,
C	 - '4.0#(rAMGII ► .nt1LIN)) M rAMrlI 1/RC-+Ar,
C
C	 + HICHFR ORDFR TFkMS )
C
C	 IN THIS EQUATION THE 7ERU ORDER TFRM 'IAMFLY
r
C	 -AMU (N) x-GMA(;#GAMG I ( )
C
C	 GOES INTO THE ORBIT E(JUATInN. THE GRAVITY GRAnIPMT FnRCr
C	 WHICH MUST HF UTIL17Fn IN S 1 1HkOUTIN r CRV(.Rn IS
C.




C.	 DOLL(N) = IDnI.( ,\ , ) - 3#(C,AMr,I(	 ).n01_(N))'M rAMG1I ) ► /R(,^•7Af,
C	 FIxFS
C	 THE THEORETICAL nEVELOPFMFNT CAN HP FIYPr? HY
C	 CONSIDFRINC, A CLUSTER nF nEFORMARI_F HnPIFS Iry
C	 FIGURE 7 PACE 49 ANn INTPnn11CIMG THE nRrtITINr
C	 RFFFRFN(.F PRINT
C
C	 IN VOL 1 SECTION F THE MET RFSIJI.TS ARF CnkRFCT G ") IF
C	 THE ELEMENTS OF GAMMA SII R r, IN F 0 11ATP1 6 1 1I-1?O APP
C	 FQIIATFn TO THE FLFMFNT ,, nF THE VFCTt)R nOI L 01)
C	 nFFINFn AHOvF.
C
C	 THE S()HRni IT INF C,RVGRn WAS FIXFn BY SIMPLY UrTNC,
C	 THE VFCTUR nDLL(N) IN THE APPROPRIATE FnIIATInNS
C
C#x r x:#### is############ # ok	 #	 4c	 #-'.c 39 k4)A;.c ####)X*)0; q ;4	 +:i:;c'kY.,,;c#K,
C
SUHRnUTINE I- 1NFAk	 OFRUG tf 40
C	 CHANGFS
C	 RFnIM(-NS10N CnnF 485 AnnFn FfIR /i,nGRIIG/
C















C A MODIFIED ALGORITHM FOR MATRIX
	 INVERSION VIA	 GAUSS
C ELIMINATION.	 ALGORTHM ODES A SEARCH FOR THE LARGFST
C POSSIBLE	 DIVISOR.	 THE	 INPttTTFO N
	
RY N
	 MATRIX	 $ A #	 IS




C NEW METHOD FOk OBTAINING TRANSFER FUNCTION 7FROS
C DOES NOT REQUIRE GAUSSI
	
FOR	 SUPPORTING COMPUTATIrIN






C	 SUBROUTINE GETRMR	 DERUG 9 4H
C	 CHANGES






C	 SUBROUTINE HOR	 DERUG, N	 134







	 TO DETERMINE	 THE
	 EIGENVALUES CIF A




	 DEBUG 0	 135








C EISPAC ROUTINE	 TO DETERMINE
	 ALL EIGENVALUFS AND
C EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL UPPER HFSSENAFRG MATRIX
C
C
C	 SUBROUTINE INVINP	 DEBUG N 41
C
C	 CHANGES
C REDIMENSION CODF 4A5 ADDFD FOR	 /LDERUG/
C
Cps*+^xx #?^***x****** *********************m*z**a**mix***x*z'*****xzm * mm*mzaxx
C










	 L — U DECOMPOSITION nF A RFAL
	
GFNFGAL
C MATRIX	 WITH	 TEST	 FOR	 ALGORITMIC	 SINGULARITY	 11SIN'r
C THE CkUUT	 ALrnkITHM
C
(;**kick** **;Y *k#** **^. k***Xc%khkkM*^kK ****** P***%*^kk* >k*Xsk ** F`*^X % ,tik+% # k^k%'F*^^ht
C








r TO	 COMPUTE	 FOR	 A	 REAL
	
GENFRAI.	 MATRIX	 ITS	 DFTFRMI^)AN)
C AND
	
ITS	 INVFRSF	 USING	 L-1)	 OFCOMPOSITION
	
HY	 THE
C CROUT	 ALGOR I THM
C
C^^*XYc,k kcY,c ;t ^a%^,%**,X i^.,k%<^c>k k,^X<>k>k XXk s"r ,k*F k^*X^X*^k k X rF XXX YF M+X^4% %k Xk >X %F %F %F Xm FX Ya X=^^Xri
C
C	 MAIN DERUr #	 1
C	 CHANGES
C COMMON	 /DRATIO/ DFLFTED







C	 UPDATED VERSION OF SUBROUTINES GAUSSI AND NUMS
C	 NO LONGER NEED /DRATIO/ STORAGE AREA
C
C
C	 SUBROUTINE MGEN	 DEBUG M 49
C	 CHANGES














C	 TO SIMPLIFY THE DATA INPUT FOk FLEXIBLF BOnTFS WHEN
C	 THE COMBINED EFFECTS OF SPIN MAGNITUDE AND ELASTIC
C	 DEFORMATION ARE NEGLIGIBLE * THE USER INPUTS ONLY A
C	 BODYIS RIGID BODY CHARACTERISTICS• NATURAL
C	 FREQUENCIES• MODALDAMPING• MODAL AMPLITUDE AND
C	 SLOPE AT HINGE AND SENSOR POINTS ON BODY
C
C	 z*	 w*x




C---------CALL READ (AMU• N• N• KMU, KMU)
C
C	 KMU = KMODE + A
C	 NE = NUMBER OF ELASTIC MODES
C	 N = EITHER 6 OR 6+NE
C	 AMU = ARRAY CONTAINING ELEMENTS OF EQUATION II-39
C
C	 IF NO MODAL DATA OTHER THAN THE FREQUENCIES
C	 READ IN 6X6 RIGIO BODY MASS MATRIX,
C
C	 IF MODAL DATA AVAILABLE READ IN ALL ELEMENTS












. . .	 nX(NF)	 1
C	 I	 JYY -JYZ	 SZ	 0 -SX DY(11	 . . .	 DY(NF)	 I
C	 I	 JI.Z -S y	SX	 0 DZ111	 . . .	 n7(NF)	 I
C	 I	 M	 0	 0 AX(1)	 ...	 AX(NF)
C	 I	 M	 0 AY(1 % 	...	 AY(NF)	 I
C	 I	 M AZ11)	 . . .	 AZ(NF)	 I
C	 AMU = I
	
FULL SYMMETRIC
	 E(lrl) .	 F(19NF) I
C	 I	 MUST BE READ IN	 I
C	 I	 EITHER 6X6	 1




C---------CALL READ (AMU, NE, NE, KMU, KMU)
r
C	 AMU = FULL NE X NE MODAL STIFFN E SS MATRIX
r	 USUALLY DIAGONAL MATRIX WITH
C	 OMEGA(N)* * 29 N=1, ... ,NF
C	 BEING: DIAGONAL ELEMENTS
C
c
C---------CALL READ (AMU, NE, NE, KMU, KMII)
C
C	 AMU = FULL NE X NE MODAL DAMPING MATRIX
C	 USUALLY DIAGONAL MATRIX WITH
C	 2.0*ZETA*OMFGA(N), N=1, ... *NE
C	 BEING DIAGONAL ELEMENTS
C
C---------CALL READ (AMU, 1, NE, KMU, KMU)
C
C	 AMII = 1 X NF MATRIX OF INITIAL MODAL DISPLACEMENT
C	 CONDITIONS
C
C---------CALL READ (AMU,	 1, NF, KMII, KMU)
C




C	 HINGE POINT LOOP
C
C	 NHR = NIJMRFR OF HINGES ON KODY NRDD





C	 DO to II=1,NH4
C
C --------- READ(NIT•FORMAT = 215) NOH• ITYPE
C
C	 NOH	 = HINGE NUMHER
C	 ITYPE. = EULER ROTATION TYPF TO ORIENT HINrF
C	 TRIAD WRT BODY TRIAD
C
C
C --------- READ(NIT•FORMAT = 3E1n.3)
	 (V(J).,1=1.3)
C
C	 P-ULEK ANGLFS TO ORIENT HINGF TRW - PFRMUTATIOr.,
C	 ORDER DEFINED BY ITYPE
C
C V(1)	 = THETA	 1	 (FIRST ROTATION)
C V12)	 = THFTA	 2	 (SECOND ROTATION)
C V(3)	 = THETA	 3	 (THIRD ROTATION)
f,
C --------- kEAO(NIT.FORMAT =	 3E10.3)	 (V(,I).,1=1.3)
C
C VECTOR TO POSITION HINGE	 TRIAD WRT HODY TRIAD
C
C V(1)
	 = X	 (HODY REF	 POINT	 TO HINrF PnTNT.	 Bon y 	TRIAn)
C V(2)	 = Y	 (BODY REF	 POINT
	
TO HINrF POINT.	 ROnY	 TRIAn)
C V(3)
	 = Z	 (HOnY REF	 POINT TO HINGF POINT,	 HnnY	 TRIAh)
C





C AMU = 3 X NE MATRIX OF MODAL




C AMU(19N) = X-COMPONENT OF MOnF N AT HINrF POINT
C AMU(29N) = Y-COMPONENT OF MODF N AT HINrF PnlNT
C AMU(39N) = 7-COMPONENT OF MnnF N AT HINrF	 POINT
C
C---------CALL kEAD(AMU. 3 9
	NE.	 KMII•KMO)
C






C AMU (1.N) =	 THETA X ROTATION AT HINGF POINT	 FOR	 10W)F	 N
C AMU
	 2.N) =	 THETA	 Y ROTATION AT
	 HINrF POI^'T	 FOR	 MQP G 	 t











C SENSOk PC,INT	 '_OUP
r
C INS a	 ^^,.. ,[ u 	 nF	 rFK C't	 NPnn
C
C	 On 20 I1.1.NSR
c,
C --------- REAO(NIT•F1kMAT =	 215)	 NOS,	 ITYPE
C
C Nil 	 = SFNSOR	 POINT	 NIJMRFk
C ITYPF
	 = EULER	 ROTATION	 TYPF	 TO nPIENT	 rFNSnR
C TRIAn WRT	 RnnY	 TkIAn
C
C---------READ(NIT,FOkMAT =	 3E10.3)	 IV(J),J=1,'A)
C
C FIII_Fk
	 AN r:LFS TO	 ORIENT	 SF"ISnk	 TRIAn	 -	 PFkM )iTATTmI
C OknFR	 DEFIk = n 	 hY	 ITYPF
r,
C V(1)	 = TPETA	 1	 (FIRST	 ROTATION)
C V(2)	 = THETA	 2	 (SFCONn	 ROTATIn"1l
C V(3)	 = THETA	 3	 THIRn	 PUTAT1 -VI!)
C
C
C --------- k^An(NIT,FOKMAT =	 3E10.3)	 (V(J)9J=1,3)
C
r VFCTUR TO	 Prl1Mllk	 C F NSnR	 TPIAn	 hkT	 RnnY TUTAn
C
C V(1) =	 x	 (RI,nY	 uFF	 POINT	 TC	 SFNSnR	 POINT,	 k(inY	 TulAn)
C V(2) =	 Y	 IRODY	 RFF	 PnINT	 TP	 SFrISnR	 P''P'T,	 RnnY	 TRIAn)
C V(31 =	 7	 (^nnY	 RFF	 POINT	 TO	 S F NSU u 	 anItT,	 u1nv	 TklAn)
C
C---------C Al. L READ( AMU 9 3.	 kF,	 K'+U,	 KMP)
r,
r, AMU	 =	 3 X	 ":F	 MATRIX	 r)F	 MnnAl.	 APPi	 T TU(1° S	 AT	 SFAS	 1 1 01 "! I
C
C AMII(1,'J) =	 X-C1 1Pw , 'N^-NT	 OF	 FAnnF	 ^,!	 AT	 SFN!Snk	 POPIT
AMU (2.N) =	 v-COt? Pf'j%ENT	 nF	 Mf)nc	 rJ	 AT	 SFk^llk	 P('INT
C AM[ I(3,r:) =	 1-CnM p nN G NT	 OF	 Mf)nF	 N	 AT	 SFNSnR	 PCINiT
C
C
C---------CALL REAn(AMU, 3,	 NF,	 KMU,	 KMI1)
f,
C AMU =	 3 X	 NF	 MATRIX	 OF	 MnnAL	 SLO P ES	 AT	 SFNSOR	 POINT
C
C AMU(1,N) =	 THtTA	 X	 ROTATION	 AT	 SFNSnk	 POT"1T	 FOR	 Mnnr	 n
A-2O
C	 AMU( ?rN) s THETA Y ROTATION AT SFNSnR POINT FOR MnnF N









C	 SUBROUTINE NUMS	 nERIJ(. 46P
c
C	 CHAR r;F.
C	 t1P(;kADFO TO MAKF. USF OF STATF nF THE ART FISPAC









C	 THE COMPUTATION OF TRANSFFR FU KI CTION 7FR((S F(1R LAPG
C	 nknFR SYSTEMS IS NUMFRICAI_I_Y A N ! FXTRFMFL y nIFFlt,llLI
C	 PkOBLEM. EVE R Y METHnn WHICH CAN HF t1SFn TO CnNTROL
C	 NUMrKICAL E P ROR MUST y E UTTL17Fn. THIS IS H e ir +, DnNF
C
C**yf***********************^*****xi**^**Xt*^**)k ^i *^^ )f K))X % X^X 1G )%% *N^1f^)X rii 4t ^^X c 7F^)ti 7^)F
C
C	 SUBROUTINE ORBIT	 DFRUG a 171
C	 OSEk n = FINFn SURk( l [lT INF
C	 CA1.1-S
C	 (NONE UNLESS USER RFoIJIRFn)
C	 CAl.l.Fn BY
C	 GkVGkD
C	 (ANY RF(JUIkFn Ry USEk)
C.	 PURPOSE
C	 TO DFFINF O k HITAL PAkAMFTFRS PFnIJIRFn TO 1.(iCATP
C	 SPACECRAFT f-ROM A Gk AVITATIP P JAL SOURCF WRT A•t
C	 ORBITI^IG REFERENICF, INERTIA1.l.Y FIX-n IN POTATWNI,
c
c







r,	 INOKnFk Tn AVOIn NU M E P ICAL COMPUTATION PwOkLFMC H^l
C	 nkIiITING KEFFkFNCE FkAMF IS uc p n. IT IS INFRTIALLY
C	 PIXEn I(+ unTATION ANn FOR CnNVIFNFNCF I - nr.ATFn IN THE
C	 VICINITY OF THe ^;YSTFN C,FNTFR OF MAS5
C
C	 $URknUTINE ORBIT MUST nEFI k4F THE F(ILLr)WI^.• PARA++FfrRs:
C
C	 RCMA(;	 = SCALAR nIcTANCF FPfl y T;aF r.kAVITATIo14AL
C	 Sni)RCE TO TNF flwl r 1N nF THE nRr}ITI'Ir,
C	 RFFFRENCE FRAME
C	 f;"A(:	 = LUCAI_ r,RAVITA11n` l Al. A7^ F I. FU ATI , - N, • F(,u A^'
C	 EARTH nRKIT
C	 FARTH1S r . kAVTTATIi' r'IAf. C'rNSTA'IT
C ,r+A, = -----------------------------
(	 ItrMAr;,x^+^
r	 rAMr,I(il = x-Cn ra P3NENT f F TNF IIMIT VFCTr w 1'; THr
C	 nlRFCTICN (1L TNF GuAVITY FIFI_n vlkT
THE ORAITI P Ir; QrFFUFl`_(-F
AM(;I(2) - Y-('I)wP17MFNT f`,F THE i i`!IT VFCln u 1 0 I THE
C	 ;)IuECTIvr OF THE GRAVITY FIFL^ :rwT
C,	 THE (I PH ITINr• i+FFr-kFl`jC r-
(,AM(', I (3 1 = 7-CnMP0NP,T ()F THE 11N I T V F CTnR P TNF
i , Pr C,TION (,F THC (-, ;^AVITY FIFL O wuT
C,	 THE ') uH lTI Njr: PP;- r'kGNCF
r
r^qr r+ u+x Ku ;isX +%>aX'M%rt ^µ;iMK<+k YA GcLu+ #+. ^rtM%^ : u.<%;'F^^k %^% At pc +x %uY+ is . +;i^.cr,^^ :x szm iR+ ^+%c ^F^XC % •<u X>/^Yk








C.	 F I ,VAL
Polk Nn SE
C	 FISPAC Kt1UTINE TO RFnUCF A k P Al GF"IFRAL MATRIY Tr,
C	 nPPFk H G CSFN AIIRC, F11 4 M ticIN r, nkTHnr,nMAL
r;	 TKAt:;Ff OPATI9NG
(, v4,1%,, . *)X)xw********* q. 4* 44,y *< ,v** ,A, 4 - k* ,x***rx	 %<^*4**x,,* v. rim**;A* *)x 7,c)xx, k;xXc*
A-22
C
C	 SUBROUTINE ORTRAN	 nEBUf, M	 133




C	 CA! I.EO BY
C EIGAVV
C	 PURPOSE
C EISPAC kOUTINE	 TO ACCUMULATE	 THE	 TRANSFRnMATIONS
C IN	 THE	 kEnUCTION OF	 A	 WEAL	 GFNFRAI.	 MATRIx	 HY OPTHFS
C
c.
C	 SUBROUTINE PLOTWk	 nFAUG M hl
C	 CHANGE
C CALL	 POINT	 AnnFn
C	 kFASnN




C MORE	 THAN	 JUST	 STANnAkn SET CF	 TIME nFPFNnENT




C	 SUBRnUTINE POINT	 PERU(,	 N	 173
C USFk	 nErINFn	 SUHRnUTI"'F
C	 CAI-1,S




C TO	 DEFINE	 ANY	 AUXILIARY	 STATF	 VAkIA;LFS
C TO	 BE	 PLOTTED AS	 A	 FUNCTION nF	 TlMF
C
C
C	 SUHknuTINE PRNTOU	 nFRII(I	 a	 An
C
C	 CHANr,E
C 1)	 ADD	 C0MM(iM	 4(,(1CK	 /r,OmPnS 3
C 2)	 CALLS	 TO	 INVINr	 nF I. F TFn.	 kFmjjRFn	 nATA	 1`	 "dIIW
C IN	 /CUMPnS/
C 'A)	 POINT	 mIT
	
COMPOSITF	 SYSTFM	 CFNTFR	 OF	 PASS	 1,DCATIPP',




C GOOD flATA	 GFNFRATFO	 IN CUMP1 v ,	 THIS	 IS	 PPT^ Tf'n
C i)UT	 IN	 THIS	 knlJTINF
c
C iX44Kc MY.. xt "FY,tiX>;t*;I;^:Xt%tin'.:7t:',tX
	
X:	 : x:.e it7Xi.e7:>	 :XiX:.tMS;<i,t:t:.::X ;,t %,tY,::;::Xi,t
C SURRntITINE PUNCH	 nERU(l n 12A






C TO	 M I NCH	 A	 TWO PIMFNSIONAL MATPIX	 VP	 kFAI.	 (!U(+fs:"PS
G IN	 A	 PORMAT	 COMPATARI_E !,'IT H 	 1;uuRnuTIN F 	RFAn
c
C Y,t Y,: x' :;t iX iX in iX %t ik Yti ik %t ik YF %k ik xt Yt xt sX xt M xt >% ik ^` s YX ik iX iX i;t i'F i'F xt rF YF ^ %t xt xt >F i;t M Yci %t sX ;: :X iX %X :F iX iF s;: n: iF Xt iX sif :X xt 7;t ;;::X ik :r iX M 2X :X
C
C SURRnUTINF nRCON
	 DEHIJc	 n h5
C CHANGE S






	 nPNF VIA	 rISPAC	 RMIT1"1FS











	 or is VIA	 E1 l,^PAC;	 linUTlr!FS
c
(; iX sk a;c # ;t>X >X sk :t >F >}: iX xt M i^ ik iX :X xt iX sk Xt %t iX xt ik ik YX ^ xt :k xt x: iX xt xt >% ik iX xc ^ >X ^ x: ^F xt iX ;: s! i,: rt rt iX xt sX ^ iX sX ;: ;X .,: i;: iX i;t ;t x• i,t r,: r,::,: xt
C
C, StfHROUTINF fak2
	 nFHUG n K7




NOW	 DONE VIA	 FISPAC
	 knUTTNIFs
G
f ^ iX 'X xt sX Y,t >k xt i;: yF >x :V xt x< x< xe %X # iX x: xt Xt Yf iX xt xt iX s;a sX )X it ^ xt x[ Y,t )}: xt ^ xt # xt %X i< Xt i;e YX iX >'f iX ^ :.t :X xt iF xt >.t M :;e Yf xt >;: Y,t Y,t xt xe xt if YF xt :;: sX
C SUHROUTINF RKADAM(NF o )	 nER(1G	 n 99








1) ADD VARIARLE STFP INTFGRATION CAPABILITY.
CALLED FOR BY INPUTTING A NFGATIVE MAXIMUM
VALUE FOR STEP SIZE (TMnATAl2) IN nYNS10 INPUT)
2) DELETE ADAM.-) PREDICTOR CORRECTOR CAPARII.ITY
(TWO FIXED STEP INT F GRATInN ROUTINFS WFRF Nnl
NFEnEn)
THEORY
1) IF INPUTTED INTEGRATION STEP SI7F POSITIVE
STANDARD FOURTH ORnFR FIXEn STEP RUNGF KUTTA
INTEGkATION USED
2) IF NEGATIVE A SPECIALIALLY nFVF I-OPED VARIAnLF




Y(T)	 = STATE AT TIME T
YO	 = INITIAL STA;F
TO	 = INITAL TIME
F(T,Y) = OUTPUT OF SURROUTINF YnnT FnR INPUT
TIME T ANn STATF Y




2 nn 20 LOOP; IFLAG = 2
JIL=1
Y(TO+.5*H ) = YO + . 51^H*P2
YDT = CALL YnOT(TO+.5H,YO+.5*HXIP2)
JIL=2
P3 = YDT = F(TO+.5*H,YO+.SmH*P2)
Y(TO + H) = YO - H*P2 + 2*HMP3
A-25
C
	 YnT = CALL YnOT (T r)+t„ YO-HMP?+2 1• Hnt P a )
C
	
EXIT nn 20 I.00P
C
C	 ENTER SECT10"J TU ORTAIN MFASORF nF N(JNFR)CCL rPPrk
C	 NOTE:
C
	 A) SFG0Nn ORDER ESTIMATF nF STATE AT (TO+H) IS
C
f.	 Y(TO+H) = YO + H*P3 + 0(HX(K(?)
C
	
61 THIRD nknER ESTIMATE nF STATE AT (TU+H) IS
C
r
	 Y(TO+H) = YO + H4k(P2 + 4*P3 + YOT) /h + O(Hjc*3)
C
f,	 FRROk CRITERIA kASFn UPON THE AHS(IIIITF PFRCFAT r^IFFIPFolli.F
l:	 HF TW[M THE Sb(.UNI) AND THlkD I11+f+Fk f ST IMATI^S llF AVI uAo,I
L
	 S I_(JPF OVrk THE T I M F 1^'TFRVAL H: THAT IS,
C.
P3	 VS.	 (P2 + 4*P3 + YnT)/')
LFT:




I PFRCF"IT I S T H E SWITCH VAI_IJF r;HnnSFN, N! Uv r-R TCA(.
G
	




WITH THE RESET VALUE OF H RETURN TO THE nn 2u LrrP
WITH IFI_AC=3 AND CO THRn(I(;H A CTAMnAkn F01IPT y flPf)Fk









J I I_ =1
C
	
YnT = CALL Y0nT(T0+.5H,YO+.9H*P91
r	
.III_=2
r	 3 = YnT
r,	 YDT = CALL YnOT(T0+.5H.Yn+.5H*P3)
r,	 JIL=3
P4 = YPT
L	 YfiT = CALL Yr)OT(TO+H,YO+HNcP4)
r4







C YITO+P)	 =	 YO +	 M hx(P2	 +	 ?*IP3 +P4) 	 +	 YnT)/h	 +	 O(H**4)
C





C,	 USER	 NOT += :
C	 1) CARF	 WILL	 nE	 RFUUIRFn	 I N '	 INrFRTIN'r	 Ynl)R	 STANOARO
C 114-HOUSE	 INTFr.RATION , 	PACKArF.	 THE	 INTFrFR	 'JTL'
	
I'*)
C 115Fn	 IN	 TNF	 rnf)F	 AS	 A	 1_0(;lC	 FLAT
C
C.	 2) 1UCITE	 :FAR,	 NUMFR.ICAI	 INITIAL	 VALUF	 PRnRLF"1e	 TNI
C CKnIf.ARY	 1'I'- FFR I-',)TIAL
	
FnUATI(- NS,	 PArF	 40
(. 'IN	 C.P"IERAL
	 IT	 IS	 F)IFFICIILT	 TO	 JUSTIFY	 THE
C A0I1IITI1"NAL	 WORK	 (1F	 THE
	 IA P I.ICIT	 1,^FT P CnS	 nv
C THI-	 INCRFASI 'I	 ACCURACY	 ATTAIN!ARLF t 	 Sn	 THFIk









3) W IL L I ST FP	 (R	 M?)1 - T 1 VAI I)F	 x' F T 1-+nnS	 SHn11LD	 FF	 USE"	 W 1 TH
C. FkTRE MF
	 CA II TI(' N '	 IN	 A	 r":FR41	 PURPOSE	 COr , Tk('L	 SYbTFK
C SIMtt1_ATI[I'^ 	 PR1, f:kAA4 ;	 M( I uF	 C+FT F N	 THAN	 NOT,	 Nnn-LTr!rAP
C Ci ­INTaOI
	
5Y5TEM	 I'LFMF\lT5	 WILL	 CAIISF	 S(lMF	 OF	 T N F	 JTAFF
C VARIAIi*L-S	 Tr	 HF	 n ISC1ONTI NJIMJU	 FUN' r,TInNS	 (iF	 TIMF.	 FnR
C FxAVPL1-	 LIMITFkS	 nn	 THIS.	 SINT,,F	 TH r SF	 MFTP00S	 CArk
r: n,tFA4	 n	 kr	 I , N;	 SUCH	 PPrULFM9
	
THEY	 5HnU1_n	 N I PT	 l+r	 t15Fn.
C
C	 4) 1 xPL IC 1 T	 !)N^	 , T t v	 M FTHrf l S	 APUGAa	 T(r	 µr	 THr-	 I' N:I v
C 1, it, II
	 Pl_	 (. r+MCI-	 FI)k	 IN(	 101,1;1"	 11,	 TF1•=	 rFNFRAI	 PIIl+1'1'NI
C P4i	 (,kAk,.
f
C	 5) A	 !- 1- TN! ,!,	 APPLICARI_F	 TP	 STIFF= 	SYSTFJv S	 W H IC H 	IITII	 I/I^
C PAwIITIN1'	 Tn	 ISOIAT I 	THE	 C 1 18(,f3 T	 fif-	 STIFr	 1,1Af1
f VAKIA'tiII- 	 F f "I AT ION,	 W(N)I,n
	 F-	 f)FSIRA Ili F.	 1F	 AVuILAnLi
CAI I	 H.P	 FRI5CH	 ")A SA /(:SFr.
C




41•li- ^*Mf(.	 N	 4/,
f
C wHFN	 AM)UNTIN':	 FnR	 FL G xl g l I_ITY	 V%	 THr	 nFTFPMTNATI(IN
nF	 (IklkNTATIOti	 (IF	 0	 A r l r?	 P	 FPAP I-C	 WkT	 TH E IR	 n'tt)Y








ASS; ICTATFn	 'WITH	 FLF V:I u II.TTY	 APF
C SMALL
	
ANGLF,	 (1 0ATF.RNION	 TECH'110HE	 OF	 knTTRI,
C IS	 MOkF
	
EFFICIENT	 THAN	 FUI_FR	 ANrI_F	 TECH^ l 1 r- f JF	 qF
C ROTTR,	 ALSO)	 F0l.FR	 MFTHOn CA N '	 L P AD	 TO	 FkRnPS
C
CW#Xt #^ #'k ## Xtyf WW ## #Xi # 7 Q t ixXtW# >tit ix##it#it##'^##^#ik### #X'tXt%tXt XtiXXtWWstXt7%Yxit# W,xWW sit;: )x Xtsx ix ixifW
C	 SURkOUTINE ROTDS	 nERtlr;	 o	 4A
C
C	 C,HANGF
C WHEN	 ACGOUNTINr	 FOR	 FLFXT A I f_TTY	 IP!	 THE	 nFTF P '1"laTi'I^
C OF	 Ok1ENTATION	 OF	 SFNSOk	 f-RAM P S	 bt RT	 THE	 `+rif'v	 ^-Ix "ft
C FRAMFS USF	 ROTTRn
C	 kFASON
C QlJATFkNION	 TEC,HN'InUE	 IS	 wnRF	 r FFICIFN'T	 THA^;	 L:UI.r'<
C TECHNIntIF	 nUF
	 TO	 S M AI L	 P' ,I:I, a 	F1.A4TIC	 nFFOk.'ATI
C ALSO	 FUI.Fk	 PFTH(n	 CAN	 I.fP.n	 to	 rkaORS
C
C t^ >.tikXW % Xt Xti% k#W :k## #W >kikWXts% rt it###ik#;t XktXt^itWik % #XiKW ikX; ixWXt ix s% XY i;crtY,tW r ;: i% Xt X: MX: k#iaa::: Wi%ix;: : it•;:,^
C
C	 SUBROUTINE ROTTRO	 nFSUC.	 a	 lIL)













C REFERFNCF	 FRAMF	 0RIF"1TATIr' ,, !	 rWAf,(;FS	 ' I fH
C 'iOnY	 FL G XIRTLITY	 ARF	 SMALL,	 -')lIATFk N 'Tnn	 TGCW!T''IIF
C IS	 COMPUTATIONALLY	 MOkE	 G FFICIFNT	 THA"1	 Fi l l"	 A'	 Ll
C TECH\'1(.IUF	 USF- n	 ORI(,T 1%l Al.l_Y	 l k !	 nTSr,nF,.	 A LSr!	 F!1LFu
C TFCHNInilF	 CAN	 LEAF)	 Tf)	 FPknRS	 SI'' J CF	 OPIl-'TATIW,l
C CHANJr,F	 MFASIIR ♦: n	 TM	 nlQFCTT'll'	 r,ncTN'FS	 'PT	 rtJl.r-.i
C A'^f-, S
C
C st st Xt s% Xt W W # W -.Y s(t >;t W iJ: X t W W Xt W it W W it s% W %t r% Xc Xt ;;c s;::;: Xt X: >:t Xt s;c Xt Xt :;t s;t Y,t :,: ;,t :;::% :;: +x sx :;c X< s;: ;;: s;c Xc >,: X< Xt X : X: s;: s;t :;: i,t :;c	 ::;: ,: i,c >;::x
C	 SUBROUTINE SFTI	 nEyWC, h	 1»








C	 TO INPLFMFNT UNILATFRAL CONSTRAINT SPFCIFICATInNIS
C	 REASON
C	 THE EXISTANCE OF PARTICULAR (O^ I STRATNTS AT Hi"1r,F
C	 PC:NTS ( DEFINED VIA IHDATA ARRAY) CANNOT ALQ ,AYS hF
C	 TAKEN AS TIME INDFPENn NT
C
C	 FOR EXAMPLE: THE SIMULATION nF STICTION (SLInINr
C	 FRICTION), SPACECRAFT APPENDAGE DEPLOYMF N T Tkk0(JG.H
C	 LOCK-UP, SPRING,-DASHPOT SYSTEMS WITH STOPS, ETC
C	 ALL kEQUIRE THAT THE EXISTANCF OF A CONSTRAINT aE
C	 DETERMINED VIA A FUNCTION OF TIME ANP SYSTEM STATF.
C
C
C	 USER CODEINE RULES AND MODELLING. CONSIDERATIONS
C*
C
C	 IN SUBROUTINE nYNSIO ALL CONSTRAINT CONDITIONS AT ALL
C	 HINGE POINTS ARE USER nFFINFD VIA INPUT nATA
C
C	 SUBROUTINE SFTI CAN RE USFD TO EFFFCTIVFLY f)VF4-klnF
C	 THE DATA LOADED I ,\ ,TO THE IHnATA ARRAY
C
C	 METHOD
C	 1) REFER TO SUBROUTINE DFF39 nYNS10 INPUT
C
C--------- MODIFY DEFINITION OF ------- IHnATA ---- IK'TFr =R ARRAY
C
C	 IHDATA(2-79,1) = ?	 RHF(INOMIC CONSTRAINT AT Tlf.lF
C	 7FNO nk 5nMTTMr I_NTFR
C	 ANY CONSTRAINT CONnITION SII"JF(.T Til r'Hd%"(J
C	 VIA SUBROUTINr SFTI IS TYPE 2
C
C	 2) IN SUbk0UTINE YDOT, FIRST O ASS THROL1rH aLL n,LA(•+
C	 E.LFMENTS OF IRH AR 146Y SFT TO 1
C
C	 DO ? I=I,NLAM
C	 2 IRH(T) = 1
C
C	 3) RECALL ALL LAGRANGE MULTIPLIFRS (FORCFS AND











IV(I•L) = 0	 IF nFCRFE 11F FRFFnnM I9I=19..•A
C
	
AT HINGF POINT L ALWAYS FRF c: OF
C
	 CUNISTkAINT
C	 = Nl1MRFR ASSIr Kl Fn TO I,A(,f4ANlr-:
C	 M1ll.TIP I_I°k ASSnr.IATF(1 hITI+ TMK
C
	
FIXFn OR RHFNnMIC C,)r;STJAINIT
C
	
^,HIr,H IR OR W ILL AF APPI T r o Tn
C	 nFGRFF (IF FPFFn11M J•I=1•....^








r,	 4) CONSIDER DECREE OF FREFnOM 1 AT HINrF PnPll 1_
C	 WHICH WILL AT SOME TIME r+F SllA,IFr,T TO FITHI P
C
	




	 PkDVInF THE I.(IGIC, T(' OFF I N ' F WH F THFP rlu ­ T
C
	
THE nFrREF OF FREFn r)m Ic F;zFF
r
r	 S F T
C
	
IRN( IV( It 1.
	 _ ^	 IF r)Fr P F G nF Fk Gr_ w)M I




IkH(IV( J.I.)) = 1
	
IF n FGRFF OF GkFFn l i,'n I
C	 AT 141N)rr Pr11^ T I. Tti
c
	 FIX =n 00 ;:wrr1N';lr'Ir.AI_I.Y
r;	 r.11P I C TWA I ti p n
r
r.	 THE LOGIC USEn TO SFT A N!n R r. r r T THE	 nF
C	 IRH MAY N F A FMCTlr 1 N CI F TI NT Ain ur•Y S S T , F
C	 SYSTF NI STATk VARIARI_FS.
r,
51 /SAVALM/ CONTAINS ALAMCq ARRAY nF
C	 FSFIN'ATFS f)F Wk-AT T Hr F f iRr.PS ANn TnRcIIFS nF
C	 C.OWkA1 NIT '411.1 IAF AT THe r•Nn IF TI,I
C	 If, TFrRATI(1N STFP. T 1 1F SF (AN I{c	 O` P	 I l ' III)	 I l r:ll,
(,	 Ti) DFTFR M INF CO IISTAIA'T Cri kif)1Tlr':C Pro) to xl till P
C
C	 6) *kc gc MAKE SURE THAT AI_L CCIt0c TRIANT^ 'p,HICF 4 CiAf\ t0
C	 AFFFCTFri RY SFTI APF OF T Y PE 7 (kHPPNi(U.IC)
C	 THIS IS RFOl)IkFD RY COMPUTATION im;ic. jr Nir'I
C	 THEN FITHFI? RFLATIVF PPSITr'N OR I.ArRArocr




C	 SUBROUTINE SFRE02	 nEA06 M 73
C	 CHANCES











C REnIMENSION COnF	 4A6	 AnnFn	 Tn	 FIX
	
Lit-ITT	 ON , 	nn	 Lf)nP
C REAn STATEMENT FOR nEROn FLAW';	 FIXFn
C	 REFER TO
C DEF3 nEFINITION OF	 START	 INPUT	 nATA	 kFAa	 ^TATFMFNIS








	 OF	 nERUG	 ARRAY HAn TO A F	FNI.ARr,Fn	 Fnk	 nISC(,S-2
C
C
C	 SLIHR nUTINE SUBDIA	 PERUG a Ph
C	 CHANGES
C (DELETED FROM DISCOS-2)
C	 RFASnN
C FIGFNANALYSIS NOW DONE VIA	 FISP4C knOTUIFE
C
C
C	 SUBROUTINE TFTYPE	 DEBUG k 67
C	 CHANGES
C REDIMENSION COnE 485 AnnFn FOR 	 /LnFR(IG/
C
C*** xc#*#*^x#**#**#*#*#%**####*#%*% mX#*****#*#*#*#%k#%%#%jik#x<kF%%x%+%-kx x^tixMx
C
C	 SUBROUTINE TnRWUE
	 nERUG 0 57
C	 CHANGES





L	 '':)RR(It)TINE TTFF	 nFHU(:	 +t	 Al
C	 CHANGES
C REnIMENSION	 CnOE	 485	 nnnr n 	 F(JR	 /t.nFAlJr,/
r,






RC)Tf)H	 RHr FN'R	 R f)T nS
r ASGENR	 Mr,FN	 COMPIN,	 FINtnn














	 AS	 IN	 niScnS)	 Tn	 CnMPI)TE
	




	 STATE	 VFrT, l k	 Y
CHAyr,F S










	 ERRORS	 WHFR F 	EXCEF1II 1'.1 G	 TnJ_FkAHI_^-	 LIVITS
C FOR	 C F kT14N	 SIMULATIONS.	 A	 P r THnr,	 TO	 IV1-R('.Ok^:	 TI+IS
r nFFiCIENCY	 HAn	 Tc)	 HE	 nFVFI_GPFn
C	 THFI)kY
FOk	 SIMI!LATION	 PIIRP(^SFS	 Ml1 M FkIrAI.	 FRk('R	 r.A',	 nF
C VIFWEn	 AS	 AN;	 IMPLOSF,	 THE	 NFT	 FFFFr.T	 ( I F	 Tk V 	 I:RQ',R
C INPLIISE
	 IS	 Tf'	 (,AIISF	 A N,	 AWIC,1AT < O	 F- wROk	 I^	 TIlF
r (',)MPIITATIl1^1
	
1+	 I11	 fIkfW l APY	 W I IMF NTA	 AN O	 Ih if
C
C. THIS
	 ERROR	 CAN	 AF	 nFTFRN,p^ Fn	 uY	 IJTII I/ATInr'	 ,_' F 	 1HF
C CONSTkAIN'T	 & O UATIONS:	 nN;Cf	 KNr)i,"'	 IT	 C4"	 ^I,
C REAIJPLIEn	 TO	 ARPIVF	 AT	 THE
	





















	 CORRECT VALUF (IF ('ROIKARY MOMFNTA
U(+)	 CORRFCT VALIIE OF q,YSTFM STATE
K	 KINEMATIC C nFFFICIFNT MATRIX. SAME AS
THAT USFr) I^ E-)RATION 11-1
.fA **T	 TRANSP()SF OF MATRIX k
4**T*EF ACTUAL FRkOR IMPLIJCF Tn HF APPI.T r n Tr'
COMPENSATF Ff1R PAIMFRICAL FRROR
M	 MASS MATkIX AS I) cr IN F f.I I'ATT fl N- 11-1
UTILIZING THESE nF-FIMITTnf!S TH r r,nukFr,T VALOP F(Iu
ORDINARY MOMENTA 1S
P(+) = PI-) + Av*T*x« F	 111
FROM EQUATION I1-49
P(+f)R-) = Mx< ll(+nk-)	 (?)
THEREFORE BY nTRECT Sl1FiSTITUTION OF (7) I^!T-) Ii)
(1+) = UI - ) + M** ( -1 ) *[A**T*FF	 (3)






	 PRESCRIHFn VFLOCITIES: FITHFP 7FRr! FF)P
FIxEn CONSTRAIrITS nQ USFR nFFT^I F n FfIP
RHFON014 1r, rnn,STRAi1'T4;
SUkSTITl1F (3) INTP (4) AMn tirII.VF Fr1R FF TO nr+TATI''
EF	 (H Mx4 l-11 x^ H riT)x< x°1-i)x°IAnT -	 ("+I
USE THIS FRROk IMPULSF MULTIP) I r k (rC'41D [M-n Tf Ynr T
NFTWFFN On 1Kn AND P R( '(- W AM Pril -wr	 TH rrmPfjTF-
THE CORkFCTFn VALUES OF f1Rnl^ I ARY MfNFIN ITA AI•) SYSTI-IA
STATF: THAT IS, IN THE ntl 1 y n I_ilr)P
P(+) = P (-) + HA*T*FF	 (A)
tJ1+) = I1(-1 + Po*T*Mx c *(-I ) x' r F	 (7)





C THI S 	 PR"C.FFntIkF	 IK	 nNLY	 r.ARR; F n	 WIT	 Frk	 ,lnr -I t^r,A.
r TIME	 nONAIN	 ANALYSIS.
	




C YOnT	 NOW	 CALLS	 Sll A k') u Tl^' F 	ni' A kRT	 To	 nF,.t	 r	 F;;.r^^	 r,F





IC	 Trl	 14 1. 	 111	 n
c
C CAL I.	 'rn	 Ci1imvI^ I 	 •AnnFn.	 r;nw	 ri-Pn , irF	 cT - I	 I-, T,, T:
C C.O'-IPIITF•n	 AT	 F^In	 nF	 FA(-,H	 It TF r• P41 1^'I	 STFH
C.
i. CALI-	 T	 r1 "4DU	 ', '0T	 MAnF	 FArH	 I "IT G r,RATIf r 	 vr;Ll-	 r	 .




	 F m F F 0 1 	 AVIII0Fn,	 Pr.rll-4r y	 3 a ^t^' r "'	 <
C PHYSICAL
	 I%T F Pk r TATIn N '	 n 	 III T 	 r AI , AKI I. [ I V
f. INHA6CFu
C
rX`'X%G+Xf%####%^X#%f# #Yf^#%fJ%#%^ ^f YF#>rX # ^:^X####%##jX%f # M#'X%f,X +f%+.f.X.X:X%f.F+X#F %f +F rT +X %c ;. F %f X: u% : X%t
c
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